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Objectives: Despite gross anatomic and histologic differences between human and canine vocal folds, similar wave
patterns have been described yet not fully characterized. We reconstructed vocal fold (VF) vibration in a canine hemilarynx
and performed histologic examination of the same vocal fold. We demonstrate comparable wave patterns while exploring the
importance of certain anatomic architectures.

Methods: An in vivo canine hemilarynx was phonated against a glass prism at low and high muscle activation conditions.
Vibration was captured using high-speed video, and trajectories of VF medial surface tattooed landmarks were 3D-reconstructed.
The method of empirical eigenfunctions was used to capture the essential dynamics of vibratory movement. Histologic examina-
tion of the hemilarynx was performed.

Results: Oscillation patterns were highly similar between the in vivo canine and previous reports of ex vivo human models.
The two most dominant eigenfunctions comprised over 90% of total variance of movement, representing opening/closing and con-
vergent/divergent movement patterns, respectively. We demonstrate a vertical phase difference during the glottal cycle. The time
delay between the inferior and superior VF was greater during opening than closing for both activation conditions. Histological
examination of canine VF showed not only a thicker lamina propria layer superiorly but also a distinct pattern of thyroarytenoid
muscle fibers and fascicles as described in human studies.

Conclusions: Histologic and vibratory examination of the canine vocal fold demonstrated human vocal fold vibratory patterns
despite certain microstructural differences. This study suggests that the multilayered lamina propria may not be fundamental to
vibratory patterns necessary for human-like voice production.
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INTRODUCTION
The larynx is a biological organ with a mechanical

role to function as an energy converter, converting aerody-
namic energy into sound energy. Sound is produced when
a threshold subglottal pressure against the adducted vocal
folds (VFs) is reached and they begin to vibrate.1 Superior
and recurrent laryngeal nerves (SLN and RLN) innervate
both VFs, which regulate elongation and adduction of the
VFs respectively. The VFs themselves consist of distinct
layers, divided biomechanically between the cover (epithe-
lium and superficial plus intermediate lamina propria
layers) and body layers (deep lamina propria layer and the
thyroarytenoid muscle), which interact during vibration to
generate the traveling mucosal wave on the VF surface.2

The propagation of the mucosal wave is fundamental to

vocalization and is believed to rely on the biomechanical
properties of the various structures of the VFs.3,4 Charac-
terization of these properties and their roles in mucosal
wave propagation and VF oscillation is therefore germane
to understanding laryngeal function and treating laryngeal
diseases.

Hirano’s characterization of human VF histology and
the subsequent cover-body theory of phonation has pro-
vided the framework for research in laryngeal biomechan-
ics.2 Namely, differential stiffness conditions in the body
versus cover layer are considered to have an important
role in vibratory dynamics and voice production.
Although VF stiffness is primarily regulated by activation
of the cricothyroid (CT) and thyroarytenoid (TA) muscles,
micromolecular composition also serves a foundational
role.5 For example, it has been proposed that fibrous pro-
teins such as collagen and elastin contribute to the tensile
stress–strain characteristics of the VFs,6 whereas proteo-
glycans and hyaluronic acid (HA) contribute to the visco-
elastic shear properties of the extracellular matrix
(ECM).7,8 Furthermore, muscle fiber structure, orienta-
tion, density, and alignment are also of importance9,10

Alterations to the VF’s structural components therefore
affect its biomechanical properties, potentially resulting
in aberrant oscillation and dysphonic voice.

The use of the canine model enabled in vivo explora-
tion of VF vibration. However, gross anatomic and histo-
logic differences from human VFs have been described.
Kurita proposed that the canine VF cover layer has a
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two-layer structure with no vocal ligament,4 whereas
Garrett et al. described a three-layer structure similar to
humans.11 Hahn et al. found that the canine VF contains
a band of elastin fibers deep to the subepithelial base-
ment membrane zone, a much thicker VF cover layer and
up to four times more HA in the lamina propria layer
compared with human VF.12 Conversely, the human VF
cover layer is composed of a three-layer structure with a
higher elastin content in the deeper layers of the lamina
propria. These differences impact their respective visco-
elastic properties, with the canine VF cover being signifi-
cantly more viscous than the human VF cover.13

Although these previous studies outlined general
structure–function interactions, which specific structure–
function relationships are necessary to achieve human-
like phonation remains largely unexplored. Furthermore,
recent computational analyses have failed to show a
direct cause–effect relationship between varying VF stiff-
ness and the four voice types laid out by Hirano,2,14 call-
ing into question the significance of the layered VF
structure for glottal dynamics as well as the utilization of
higher-order models of phonation in the study of voice
production.14 Ultimately, elucidation of the significance of
specific components of VF structure to its oscillation pat-
terns requires comparative studies that analyze VF his-
tology and vibration; however, few exist in the literature.
Garret et al. previously conducted a comparative study of
human, canine, monkey, and pig larynges and found the
histology, mucosal wave propagation, and vertical phase
difference in canine VF vibration were most similar to
that of humans.11 However, endoscopic videostroboscopy
was employed allowing for visualization of VF vibrations
from a superior view, which precluded the ability to
examine the crucial medial surface dynamics of the VFs.
More recently, three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction of the
VF medial surface vibration using an in vivo hemilarynx
has made it possible to directly characterize critical compo-
nents of mucosal wave propagation and the vertical phase
delay with high accuracy.15 This methodology additionally

allows studying of VF phonation as a function of laryngeal
nerve activation for further vibratory characterization.

In this study, we analyze VF vibratory dynamics in
the context of VF microanatomy by capturing VF medial
surface vibration in an in vivo canine hemilarynx phona-
tion model, reconstructing the 3D deformation of VF tis-
sue during vibration and transposing vibratory behavior
with histologic examination of the same larynx. We dem-
onstrate comparable vibratory patterns in canine phona-
tion to human phonation, while discussing the potential
importance of microanatomical structure.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In Vivo Canine Hemilarynx Phonation
This study was approved by the Institutional Animal

Research Committee and in compliance with all applicable
national and institutional policies on the use of laboratory ani-
mals. Hemilarynx surgery and in vivo hemilaryngeal phonation
has been detailed previously.16 In brief, a mongrel in vivo canine
larynx was exposed via an infrahyoid pharyngotomy, and a right
hemilaryngectomy was performed. Cuff electrodes (Ardiem Medi-
cal, Indiana, PA) were connected to exposed SLN and RLN for
electrical stimulation. A transparent right-angle glass prism was
positioned with the base along the glottal midline. The two sides
of the right-angle prism provided two distinct views of the VF
medial surface (Fig. 1A) that were captured with a high-speed
video camera (Phantom v210, Vision Research Inc., Wayne, NJ)
at 3,000 fps. A subglottal tube provided rostral airflow to induce
phonation. VF oscillations against the glass prism were recorded
for 3D reconstruction.

During phonation, SLN and RLN were stimulated over
10 graded levels to activate VF elongation and adduction from
threshold (hint of muscle reaction: level 1) to maximum activa-
tion (no change in muscle reaction with further increase in stim-
ulation: level 10). For illustrative purposes, two stimulation
conditions were chosen for analysis: (1) Threshold activation of
RLN only (SLN0/RLN1) to capture VF oscillation state with min-
imal tissue stiffness and (2) maximum activation of SLN and
RLN (SLN10/RLN10) to represent VF oscillation at maximum
tissue stiffness.

Fig. 1. (A) Still frame from high-speed video of the medial vocal fold phonating against a right-angle glass prism. The two faces of the prism
provided two distinct views of the grid of tattooed landmarks on the medial VF surface that was tracked for 3D reconstruction of glottal defor-
mation and used to visualize the location of mucosal wave upheaval origin. (B) Hemilarynx used for phonation prepared for histologic examina-
tion. Anterior–posterior mucosal cut was made at the location of the origin of mucosal upheaval with a scalpel and inked with blue dye as a
reference point (ruler markings are in millimeters).
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3D Reconstruction of VF Medial Surface
Trajectories

To track the 3D movements of the VF medial surface, a grid
of 30 India ink landmarks (7 columns, 3–5 rows per column,
Fig. 1B) was tattooed onto the left VF medial surface. Landmarks
were tracked using a custom software tool (GLabel, Friedrich
Alexander University Erlangen-Nürnberg), and 3D reconstruction
of landmark positions was performed using an algorithm developed
and validated in-house for this setup.16 The mid-membranous
column of landmarks was tracked over three continuous glottal
cycles, and the cyclical trajectories of each axial level of the medial
VF were depicted in the coronal plane.

Empirical eigenfunctions (EEFs) were used to capture and
display the essential dynamics of VF movement and de-noise tra-
jectories. EEFs are a commonly used tool to separate complex 3D
vibratory dynamics into essential one-dimensional patterns of
movement. Spatial and temporal EEFs describe one-dimensional
movement directions and amplitudes. The first pair of spatial
and temporal EEFs (EEF1) represents the one-dimensional
movement that captures the greatest share of variance of the full
3D movement. Analogously, the second pair (EEF2) captures the
movement pattern with the second greatest share of total vari-
ance. A more detailed explanation is provided in Döllinger
et al.17 All evaluations were performed using Matlab (version
9.11.0.1809720 (R2021b) Update 1).

Tissue Preparation
Immediately following in vivo phonation experiments, the

larynx was removed and placed in formalin until histologic

analysis. Prior to histologic processing, a scalpel was used to
make a small mucosal incision in the anteroposterior direction at
the determined location of the origin of the mucosal wave and
marked with blue ink for reference (Fig. 1B). The location of
the origin of the mucosal wave upheaval was determined based
on review of HSV recordings. A 3 mm coronal section from the
mid-membranous VF was cut and then processed and embedded
in paraffin. Then, 4 μm sections were cut via a microtome and
mounted on glass slides, which were examined microscopically
using Elastic Masson Trichrome (EMT) stain.

RESULTS

Vibratory Trajectory and EEFs
Figure 2A–C depicts EEFs for activation condition

SLN0/RLN1 along with reconstructed trajectories using
only (A) EEF1, (B) EEF1, and 2 and (C) EEF 1 through
3. Analogously, Figure 2D–F depicts the same for activa-
tion condition SLN10/RLN10. EEFs are visualized with
arrows that indicate direction and amplitude of EEF-
based trajectory motion. Solid and dotted lines connecting
arrow tips and bases are indicators of EEF-dependent
surface shape at cycle extrema.

EEF1 accounted for 66% of variance in activation condi-
tion SLN0/RLN1 and 56% of variance in activation condition
SLN10/RLN10 and captured synchronal opening and closing
of the vocal fold. EEF2 captured 30% and 34% of variance,
respectively, and depicts the convergent/divergent shape

Fig. 2. EEFs for low activation condition SLN0/RLN1 with reconstructed trajectories using (A) EEF1, (B) EEF1-2, and (C) EEF1-3. Figures D-F
depict analogous reconstructions for high activation condition SLN10/RLN10. For both activation conditions, EEF1 captured synchronal open-
ing and closing movements of the vocal fold and EEF2 captured an out-of-phase, convergent/divergent movement between the inferior and
superior vocal fold, demonstrating the vertical phase difference during vibration. Finally, EEF3 contributed to the figure-8 shape pattern of
superior vibration in condition SLN10/RLN10.
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during opening and closing of the VF. EEF3 captured 2%
and 6% of variance, respectively, and contributed to the
figure-8 shape pattern of superior vibration in condition
SLN10/RLN10.

Vibratory Trajectory in Relation to VF Histology
Figure 3 illustrates trajectories of each landmark

over three oscillation cycles for activation conditions
SLN0/RLN1 (Fig. 3A,B) and SLN10/RLN10 (Fig. 3C,D)
with and without histologic section overlay. In both
activation conditions, the most superior landmark (red)
displayed a predominantly circular trajectory. Histolog-
ically, this axial level corresponded to the area of the
VF where the TA muscle was furthest from the epithe-
lial surface (Fig. 3B,D). Interstitial fluid and a network
of matrix at this level represent the lamina propria
layer which is also thickest at this level. In contrast,
the most inferior landmark (purple) exhibited a highly
eccentric elliptical, mediolateral trajectory. This level
was nearest to our marked origin of mucosal upheaval,
which was also the site where the TA muscle was

closest to the epithelium, a finding previously demon-
strated by Yumoto et al.18

Lateral and Vertical Displacements
Maximum lateral and vertical displacements of each

trajectory for both activation conditions are given in
Table I. Lateral displacement increased from superior to
inferior in condition SLN0/RLN1 reaching a maximum of
5 mm. In contrast, maximum lateral displacement for
SLN10/RLN10 was 3.5 mm with no clear increasing trend.
Vertical displacements in SLN0/RLN1 were very similar
across axial landmarks, whereas vertical displacements in
SLN10/RLN10 decreased from superior to inferior.

Time Delay Between Inferior and Superior VF
during Glottal Cycle

Figure 4 shows mediolateral excursions (distance
from midline glass plate) of an inferior (blue) and a supe-
rior (yellow) VF surface landmark plotted over time for
both activation conditions. The glottal cycle length for low

Fig. 3. (A) Trajectories of each superior–inferior medial surface landmark over three full oscillation cycles for activation conditions SLN0/RLN1
(A,B) and SLN10/RLN10 (C,D), without (A,C) and with (B,D) histologic section overlay. Dashed vertical black line at 0 mm represents the glass
prism at the glottal midline. For both conditions, the most superior landmark (red) displayed a predominantly circular trajectory, and at this
level, the lamina propria was thickest. The most inferior landmark (purple) exhibited a highly eccentric elliptical, mediolateral trajectory. At this
medial surface level, the thyroarytenoid muscle came closest to the epithelium.
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and high activation conditions was approximately 14 and
10 ms, respectively. The vertical distance between these
two landmarks was on average 2.9 mm. The time delay
between the two landmarks during opening was 3.33 ms
for both low and high activation conditions. However, the
time delay between the two landmarks, represented by

the length of red bars in Figure 4, during closing was 1.33
and 0.67 ms for the low and high activation conditions,
respectively. This yields a rough estimation of vertical
opening speeds of 0.87 m/s for both conditions and closing
speeds of 2.18 and 4.33 m/s for the low and high activa-
tion conditions, respectively.

Histology
The histologic section of the VF is shown in

Figure 5A. The TA muscle measured approximately
10 mm � 7 mm in the transverse and vertical directions,
respectively. The TA muscle came to its most superficial
point, closest to the epithelium, at the observed origin of
the mucosal wave (black box in Fig. 5A). The distance
between the muscle and the epithelial surface was
approximately 0.5 mm at this location and gradually
increased in the superior direction such that the lamina
propria layer was thickest at the superior margin of the
VF. Consistent with previous reports, this LP layer mea-
sured much thicker than that observed in human VFs.11

The mucosal incision at the location of mucosal wave
origin is shown in Figure 5B. Subepithelial mucous glands
(black arrow) were present throughout the subglottis below
this level but were abruptly absent above.

Distinct patterns of TA muscle fibers and fascicles
could be appreciated. The TA muscle was divided into
superior medial (SM), inferior medial (IM), superior
lateral (SL), and inferior lateral (IL) quadrants (Fig. 5A
and 6) based on these observations. The SM quadrant
contained a large array of small diameter muscle fascicles
with heterogeneously sized, small-diameter muscle fibers
arranged in a loose organization within each fascicle
(Fig. 6). The IM quadrant also contained heterogeneously
sized fibers but demonstrated larger muscle fascicles
compared to the SM quadrant. The lateral quadrants
demonstrated the largest fascicles with densely packed
and homogeneously sized muscle fibers but with more
interfascicular connective tissue.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we investigated vibratory dynamics

and histological microanatomy in a canine in vivo model.
Although there are anatomic and structural differences
between canine and human larynges, we demonstrate
vibratory dynamics in the canine model that are very
similar to oscillation patterns observed in human ex vivo
models. This calls into question the importance of the
unique three-layered structure of the human larynx in
terms of fundamental oscillatory behavior.

A common argument against utilizing the canine lar-
ynx as a model for human phonation is the absence of a
three-layer VF structure and vocal ligament and the pres-
ence of a significantly thicker LP layer. It has been argued
that these structural differences preclude the ability for
canine larynges to display vibratory patterns necessary for
human phonation. For instance, Alipour-Haghighi and Titze
theorized that the absence of a vocal ligament would render
the cover layer too stiff to propagate the mucosal wave at
high fundamental frequencies.19 Kimura et al. further

TABLE I.
Maximum Lateral and Vertical Displacements of All Five
Trajectories for the Illustrative Low and High Muscle

Activation Conditions.

Maximum trajectory displacements (mm) by activation condition

Landmark
location

SLN0/RLN1
(lateral)

SLN10/RLN10
(lateral)

SLN0/RLN1
(vertical)

SLN10/RLN10
(vertical)

1 (most
superior)

3.7 3.2 2.5 2.3

2 4.1 3.4 2.3 1.8

3 4.1 3.2 2 1.5

4 4.6 3.2 2.2 1.2

5 (most
inferior)

5 3.5 2.4 0.9

Landmark locations are along the coronal mid-membranous plane.

Fig. 4. Vertical phase difference between the inferior and superior
glottis over three glottal cycles is represented by an out-of-phase
mediolateral displacement of inferior (blue) and superior (yellow)
surface landmarks over time (s) for activation conditions (A) SLN0/
RLN1 and (B) SLN10/RLN10. Time delay in closing and opening
between the inferior and superior glottis was longer during the
opening phase in comparison to the closing phase (red bars) for
both activation conditions. Mediolateral displacement was mea-
sured as the distance between the medial surface landmark and
the glass prism in mm as in Figure 3.
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suggested that higher viscosity of the canine cover would
require greater phonation threshold pressures to set the
VFs into vibration, particularly for large-amplitude vibra-
tions.13 However, Chhetri et al. demonstrated a nearly
4 octave pitch range for canine phonation as well as compa-
rable threshold subglottal pressures of 0.2–0.3 kPa using a

full larynx in vivo phonation methodology.20 Therefore, both
input and output signals are comparable to human phona-
tion. Taken together, previous studies and findings in our
current study showed that although there are distinct dif-
ferences between canine and human larynges, some other
features shared by both canine and humans may have a

Fig. 5. (A) Histologic section of the entire vocal fold. The location of the origin of mucosal upheaval is represented by the small black box. Four
circles indicate the locations of the thyroarytenoid muscle shown in high-power view in Figure 5, representing the superior medial, inferior
medial, superior lateral, and inferior lateral subdivisions of the thyroarytenoid muscle (scale bar 1 mm). (B) High-power view of the location of
the black box in panel A. The location of the mucosal upheaval is represented by the black arrowhead.

Fig. 6. The thyroarytenoid muscle was divided into superior medial (SM), inferior medial (IM), superior lateral (SL), and inferior lateral
(IL) quadrants (see Figure 5A). The SM quadrant contained heterogenous, small diameter muscle fibers, and small muscle fascicles. Muscle
fibers were arranged loosely within each fascicle in this quadrant. The IM quadrant also contained heterogeneously sized muscle fibers but
with larger fascicles compared with the SM quadrant. The SL and IL quadrants contained large diameter muscle fascicles, and homogeneous
large diameter muscle fibers that were densely arranged within each fascicle.
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larger impact on oscillation patterns. In particular, the
canine TA has been shown to be most histologically similar
to human TA muscle. Sanders et al.’s characterization of
the human superior medial TA muscle fibers is demon-
strated by the canine TA in our current study, suggesting
that the TA may be highly responsible for observed muco-
sal wave characteristic seen in humans and canines.9 Fur-
ther support for this notion is provided by computational
analyses that showed a small effect of both (1) longitudinal
stiffness differential between the body and cover layers
and (2) the medial–lateral depth of the cover layer.14,21

Instead, these studies demonstrated the importance of VF
vertical thickness and transverse stiffness in the coronal
plane, both features mediated by the TA muscle. These
features ultimately modulate glottal shape, closure pat-
terns, and resistance against subglottal pressures, which
are all necessary for voice production.14

In our in vivo hemilarynx experiment, the first two
EEFs captured more than 90% of total variance, consistent
with Döllinger et al.’s ex vivo human experiments.17 Addi-
tional similarities include the trajectories being more cir-
cular superiorly and more ellipsoid or line-like inferiorly
and observation of “figure-eight” shaped oscillation pat-
terns in EEFs superiorly. In contrast to the ex vivo human
study, the roles of EEF1 and EEF2 were reversed in our
study, where EEF1 captured synchronal opening and clos-
ing and EEF2 captured the convergent/divergent shape
during the glottal cycle. This discrepancy may be due to
our use of an in vivo model and considerably higher airflow
used in our experiments (1500 ml/s vs. 400 ml/s maximum
in the ex vivo human study) that resulted in larger oscilla-
tion amplitudes and lateral/vertical displacements of the
vocal fold (Table I). However, overall observed oscillation
patterns are highly similar between the in vivo canine and
ex vivo human models.

The vertical phase difference seen in VF vibration
(Fig. 4) is a fundamental aspect of normal phonation and
is considered a key component of mucosal wave propaga-
tion.21,22 In our experiment, the observed speed of the
vertically travelling wave was similar to reported human
mucosal wave speeds during opening (in a range between
0.5 and 2 m/s)23,24 and faster during closing, especially for
high nerve activation conditions. The vertical delay was
more pronounced during opening than during closing in
both stimulation conditions. Although this pattern of a
larger time delay between superior and inferior vocal fold
during opening than during closing has been demon-
strated in computational models,25 this specific aspect of
vibratory movement has not been experimentally vali-
dated. Furthermore, previous characterizations of the
vertical phase difference were taken over the entire
length of the glottal cycle without distinguishing between
opening and closing phases.25

Study limitations include the use of only a single
larynx due to the complexity of the experiment and a
recording frame rate of 3000 fps that restricted tempo-
ral resolution of especially the closing phase. In addi-
tion, with our medial surface visualization technique,
the vibratory patterns could only be tracked on the VF
surface and not deep within the tissue. Finally, only a
small number of nerve activation conditions were

analyzed. Further experiments are needed to address
these study limitations.

CONCLUSION
This study investigated the histologic correlates of

VF vibration, exploring the importance of anatomic
architecture in the biomechanics of sound production. We
demonstrated similar oscillatory behavior in the in vivo
canine model to human ex vivo models, despite distinct
microstructural differences. Future studies on more
larynges featuring higher recording frame rates are
needed to track closing behavior of the canine model.
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